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Bust in NYC sex slavery
Sibs ‘exploit kids’
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US Attorney Loretta Lynch outlines the sex-trafficking case yesterday

Three Mexican brothers have been extradited and charged with running a vicious
sex-trafficking ring that lured girls as young as 14 to the US with promises of love and
a new life — only to smuggle them into New York to brutally pimp them out, federal
officials said yesterday.

The brothers — Benito Lopez-Perez, 32, José Gabino Barrientos-Perez, 51, and
Anastasio Romero-Perez, 39 — began targeting three girls who later were forced to
work as prostitutes in the Big Apple when the children were just 14 and 15 years old,
Brooklyn federal prosecutors allege.

Prosecutors also announced charges against a fourth man linked to another Mexico-
to-New-York prostitution pipeline — and the reuniting of a child with her Mexican sex-
trafficking-victim mom after they were kept apart more than a decade by the kid’s
pimp dad.

“Few crimes are more repugnant than the trafficking of innocent women and girls for
sex,” said Brooklyn US Attorney Loretta Lynch, whose office cooperated with the
Mexican federal police and Mexico’s attorney general on the cases.
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“The defendants lured young women into the world’s oldest profession using the
world’s oldest ruse — the promise of a committed relationship and a better life.”

All four defendants face a mandatory minimum sentence of 15 years in prison if
convicted of sex trafficking.

The three Perez brothers allegedly began grooming the girls as far back as 2003 by
enticing them into intimate relationships by promising them marriage.

The girls then were forced to work as prostitutes in Mexico after being beaten and
sexually assaulted — as well as by threats to harm their families if they ran away,
prosecutors charge.

In July 2005, the brothers allegedly began smuggling the girls into the US, where they
were driven each day to locations in New York and other states for sex.

The brothers had the girls wire their earnings back to Mexico, to relatives of the
brothers, according to authorities.

The fourth defendant extradited in recent weeks, Antonio Lira-Robles, 37, is charged
for his alleged involvement in a similar ring that also included the participation of his
cousins — the brothers Eleuterio and Samuel Granados-Hernandez.

Both of those brothers have already pleaded guilty in the case and are awaiting
sentencing.

The Granados-Hernandez ring operated from 1998 until last year, prosecutors said.
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Richie Ardisson ·  Top Commenter · Westchester Community College
How about using them as target practice for the Military?
Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · December 11, 2012 at 5:09am12

Francis Joseph ·  Top Commenter · University of Bradford
And I bet all three are on Welfare, and maybe the girls to.
In my area if I go to a Mcd's for lunch I can sit and watch the hoodie thugs
draining the ATM close by........Makes Ya Sick! all those that deserve help being
looked down on because the scum is stealing the people's money.......helped
by our Liberal politicians so they can get votes.
Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · December 11, 2012 at 6:24am
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Jagger Daniels ·  Top Commenter · Penn State
These are just businessmen who like Mittens and his followers are
just hard working guys unfairly targeted by Obama while trying to
make a living...
Reply · Like · December 11, 2012 at 10:03am

Kevin P Kenna ·  Top Commenter
Jagger, the latino vote went strongly with Barry Obama. We all lose.
Reply ·  · Like · December 23, 2012 at 3:36am2

Robert E. Cruz ·  Top Commenter · Citizen at Proud to be an
American
Francis Joseph Actually lets talk about the white conservatives who
patronize them, shall we?
Reply ·  · Like · December 27, 2012 at 8:54am1

녀원녀원 ·  Top Commenter
They need to legalize prostitution in NYC, then they can slowly weed out the
sex slaves, otherwise it'll all be categorized into one folder as "PROSTITUTION"
as a crime.
Reply ·  · Unlike · Follow Post · December 11, 2012 at 6:45am5

Dross Cool ·  Top Commenter · College of Hard Knocks
ITS MORE LEGAL THAN U THINK ,, WHATS THE DIFFERENCE LEGAL
OR NOT
Reply · Like · December 20, 2012 at 4:59am

Arlin Edmondson · La Mirada, California
Legalizing prostitution is the single worst way to deal with the
problem.
Who will provide the prostitutes? Various Mafias will, and will
manipulate the girls into claiming they are there willingly through
abuse and threats.

Legalized prostitution fuels various forms of trafficking and abuse.
It simply makes it easier for the criminals to operate. 

Amsterdam has had little success in preventing sex-trafficking
despite their wildly legal-prostitution-filled red-light district.
Recently they had to shut down a section of the district because of
the overwhelming infestation of organized criminal activity
pervading the industry.

Sweden has had great success with prostitution, however. What did
they do? They banned it; on the grounds that is was an abuse to the
humanity of both the prostitute and the 'John'. 

What Sweden did to defeat sex-trafficking was by making the
purchase of sex a felony. No 'Johns' no 'prostitution'. No
'prostitution', no 'sex-trafficking'. 
Reply · Like · December 31, 2012 at 1:53am
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Norma Jean Almodovar ·  Top Commenter · Los Angeles,
California
Arlin Edmondson What an idiotic statement you make about the so
called Swedish model when you clearly do not know what you are
talking about. Imagine if we took that same position to stop the
equally heinous crime of violent rape and sexual assault... we
arrested men who had NOT raped or assaulted anyone, by claiming
that all adult sex was rape. Or keeping homosexuality illegal
because some priests/ preachers/ teachers/ coaches etc. are
pedophiles... and then of course as we all know, marriage fuels
domestic violence and spousal abuse- shall we criminalize marriage
so we can help the victims of such violence? The US Government
says there are over 12 MILLION incidents of domestic/ intimate
partner violence every year...

In 2011, the FBI Bureau of Criminal Statistics said there were
243,800 reported violent rapes and sexual ...See More

Reply · Like · 2 seconds ago

Otis A Glazebrook IV ·  Top Commenter
What? Sex slavery in NYC! Who knew?
I thought that Mr. Lincoln and his Progressive friends ended Slavery with the
13th Amendment.
No wonder the Libs love him.
Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · December 11, 2012 at 5:22am3

Kevin P Kenna ·  Top Commenter
All this trafficing was coordinated with Obama-phones.
Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · December 23, 2012 at 3:38am2

Robert E. Cruz ·  Top Commenter · Citizen at Proud to be an
American
And they were patronized and paid by YOUR kind ..the Conservative
scum patronize prostitutes and have sex with other men in back
alleys then you see them so pious in church Sunday morning either
playing siant in the pews or celebrating mass on the altar. yeah we
know
Reply ·  · Like · December 27, 2012 at 8:52am1

Jeani Elizabeth Paul ·  Top Commenter · University of Colorado Denver
WHO are the white, wealthy johns Mr. DA? And what will their sentence be?
Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · December 16, 2012 at 3:25pm1

Edgar Leon ·  Top Commenter
Kill them, plain and simple.................
Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · December 11, 2012 at 5:00am1
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